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Abstract—With the development of new in-vehicle technology,
drivers are exposed to more sources of distraction, which can
lead to an unintentional accident. Monitoring the driver attention
level has become a relevant research problem. This is the precise
aim of this study. A database containing 20 drivers was collected
in real-driving scenarios. The drivers were asked to perform
common secondary tasks such as operating the radio, phone and
a navigation system. The collected database comprises of various
noninvasive sensors including the controller area network-bus
(CAN-Bus), video cameras and microphone arrays. The study
analyzes the effects in driver behaviors induced by secondary
tasks. The corpus is analyzed to identify multimodal features
that can be used to discriminate between normal and task driving
conditions. Separate binary classifiers are trained to distinguish
between normal and each of the secondary tasks, achieving an
average accuracy of 77.2%. When a joint, multi-class classifier
is trained, the system achieved accuracies of 40.8%, which is
significantly higher than chances (12.5%). We observed that the
classifiers’ accuracy varies across secondary tasks, suggesting that
certain tasks are more distracting than others. Motivated by these
results, the study builds statistical models in the form of Gaussian
Mixture Models (GMMs) to quantify the actual deviations in
driver behaviors from the expected normal driving patterns.
The study includes task independent and task dependent models.
Building upon these results, a regression model is proposed to
obtain a metric that characterizes the attention level of the driver.
This metric can be used to signal alarms, preventing collision and
improving the overall driving experience.
Index Terms—Driver behavior, multimodal feature analysis,
subjective evaluation of distraction, Gaussian mixture models.

I. I NTRODUCTION

D

ETECTING driver distraction has been an important
research topic over the past few years. While there are
many common reasons for vehicle crashes, driver distraction
and inattention are very prominent causes. Previous studies
have shown the impact that inattentions can have on driving
behavior, which can lead to many crashes and fatalities.
The study reported by The National Highway Traffic Safety
Administration (NHTSA) indicated that over 25% of policereported crashes involved inattentive drivers [1]. The 100-car
Naturalistic Study concluded that over 65% of near crashes
and 78% of crashes included inattention [2]. These high
percentages are not surprising, since Ranney estimated that
about 30% of the time drivers are in a moving vehicle, they are
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engaged in secondary tasks that are potentially distracting [3].
These numbers are estimated to increase as the usage of
in-vehicle technologies for navigation, communication and
infotainment, and the number of cars on the roads are expected
to exponentially increase in the next years [4]. A driver
monitoring system that is able to sense inattentive drivers can
play an important role in reducing the number of accidents,
preventing fatalities and increasing the safety on roads.
Different studies have addressed the problem of understanding driver behaviors under distraction, using various features
and approaches. Driver behaviors can be studied directly from
cameras or other sensors. For example, the attention field of
the driver can be estimated from his/her head pose and eye
gaze information [5]. Recent studies have also considered
the use of monocular, infrared (IR) and stereo cameras to
track driver distractions [6]. Electroencephalography (EEG),
Electrocardiograph (ECG), Electrooculography (EOG) and
other similar invasive sensors have been considered to estimate
relevant biometric signals associated to distraction [7]–[9].
Another important source of information can be provided by
the car activities [10]. Driver behavior directly affects how the
vehicle performs, which can be analyzed using the Controller
Area Network-Bus (CAN-Bus) data. The common available
information includes the vehicle speed, steering wheel angle
and brake value. Some studies have proposed multimodal
solutions, by considering multiple sensors [11]. These studies
have been conducted in either real [12]–[15] or simulated
conditions [11], [16], [17].
This paper presents a multimodal approach to track distraction in real driving scenarios, by using noninvasive sensors.
The study aims to build statistical models for determining
driver distraction from real-world data. A multimodal database
is recorded with real driving conditions using the UTDrive
platform [18]. Among other sensors, this car is equipped
with a front facing video camera to capture the driver’s
face and a microphone array to capture the audio. It also
provides CAN-Bus data describing the vehicle activity. In
this study, driver distraction is defined as the voluntary or
involuntary diversion of attention from the primary task of
driving due to involvement in secondary tasks [19]. The
distraction reduces the driver’s decision making and situational
awareness. This definition does not include distractions or
impairments produced by alcohol, fatigue or drugs [20]–[22].
While these types of distraction are important, the secondary
tasks considered in this study correspond to activities that
are commonly performed by individuals while driving. The
tasks are operating a radio (Radio), operating and following
a navigation system (GPS) (GPS - Operating and GPS -
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Following), operating and talking on a cellphone (Phone Operating and Phone - Talking), describing pictures (Pictures)
and taking to a fellow passenger (Conversation).
The first goal of the paper is to analyze the effects in
driver behaviors induced by secondary tasks. We present statistical analysis on multimodal features to identify significant
differences in patterns observed during normal and each of
the secondary task conditions [23]. We observe consistent
changes in features automatically extracted from the frontal
camera, microphone array and CAN-Bus signal when the
driver is engaged in secondary tasks. The analysis is validated
with binary and multiclass classification experiments. Binary
classifiers are built to distinguish between normal and each of
the secondary task conditions. The average accuracy achieved
by these binary classifiers is 77.2% across tasks. Then, a single
multi-class classifier is trained to recognize among normal
and the seven task conditions (eight-class problem). This
classifier achieves an accuracy of 40.8%, which is significantly
higher than chances (12.5%). We observed that the classifiers’
accuracy varies across secondary tasks, suggesting that certain
tasks are more distracting than others (e.g., GPS - Operating
versus Conversation). Motivated by this result, the second goal
of this study is to build statistical models that quantify the
actual deviations from the expected normal driving patterns.
For this purpose, we propose the use of Gaussian mixture
models (GMMs). The study presents task dependent and task
independent GMMs. The receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) for these models reveals that it is possible to quantify
the deviations from normal driving behaviors. Our third and
final goal is to leverage the results from the feature and model
analysis to estimate a metric describing the distraction level
of the drivers. Given the differences in distraction induced
by secondary tasks, external evaluators are asked to annotate
the perceived distraction level of short videos from the corpus. These subjective scores are used to build a multimodal
regression framework. The results from the regression model
highly correlate with the perceived driver distraction scores
provided by subjective evaluations. The proposed methods and
algorithms to address these three aims represent important
contributions in the area of automatic detection of distracted
behaviors.
The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents the
state-of-the-art in the field of driver distraction analysis. It
suggests the open challenges currently existing in this research
area. Section III describes the methodology behind the data
collection, the UTDrive platform and the protocol used to
record the database. Section IV presents the data modalities,
feature extraction procedure and corresponding preprocessing
steps. Section V studies the effects in driver behaviors induced
by secondary tasks, including statistical analysis of multimodal
features, and discriminative analysis between normal and task
driving conditions (aim 1). Section VI presents the statistical
models to quantify the actual deviations from the expected
normal driving patterns (aim 2). Section VII describes the
multimodal regression analysis to predict the driver’ distraction level (aim 3). Section VIII concludes the paper with
final remarks, limitations of the study, and our future research
directions.
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II. R ELATED W ORK
The area of monitoring driver behaviors has received a
growing attention. Previous work has considered various
modalities [11], [15], [18], [24] and different cognitive and
visual distractions [6], [10], [23], [25], [26]. Some studies
have considered driving simulators [11], [16], [17] or real car
equipped with multiple sensors [6], [18], [27]. This section
summarizes the current state-of-the-art on detecting driver
distraction. For detailed surveys in this area, the readers are
referred to Ahlström and K. Kircher [28], Bach et al. [29],
Dong et al. [5], and Wu [30].
A. Relevant Modalities for Detecting Driver Distraction
Previous studies have proposed different sensing technologies including video cameras facing the driver [5], [10], [24],
Controller Area Network-Bus (CAN-Bus) data [6], [15], [18],
microphones [15] and invasive sensors to capture biometric
signals [7], [9], [11].
Frontal cameras can be useful to assess the distraction
level of the driver [13], [31]. Relevant visual features include
head pose, gaze range and eyelid movements [6], [10], [17],
[24], [32]. Liang et al. [10] showed that eye movements
and driving performance measures were useful for detecting
cognitive distraction. Su et al. [24] presented an approach to
monitor visual distractions using a low cost camera. The study
relied on eyelid movements and face orientation to predict
driver’s fatigue and distraction. Azman et al. [32] used eye and
lip movements to predict cognitive distractions in simulated
environment. Kutila et al. [6], [25] extracted gaze angle, head
rotation and lane position for cognitive distraction detection.
Bergasa et al. [27] proposed to predict fatigue with percent
eye closure (PERCLOS), eye closure duration, blink frequency,
face position, fixed gaze and nodding frequency. They used IRilluminator to mitigate the changes in illumination. A similar
approach was presented by Zhu and Ji [33]. Other studies have
considered cameras for capturing and modeling foot gestures
for brake assistance systems [34], [35].
Car information provides valuable features about the driver
behaviors [10], [16], [17], [36], [37]. Ersal et al. [16] proposed a neural network model that uses the pedal position
to predict driver behaviors. Tango and Botta [17] conducted
their experiments in a driving simulator using steering wheel,
vehicle speed, and lateral position to study the reaction time of
drivers as an indicator of driver attention level. Sathyanarayana
et al. [36] built driver-dependent GMM using basic driving
actions, such as turns, lane changes and stops. The features
were derived from CAN-Bus signals including wheel angle,
gas and brake pressure.
Studies have considered physiological signals to infer cognitive load, attention and fatigue [7], [9], [11]. Among all
physiological signals, electroencephalography (EEG) is the
predominant and most used modality [29]. Damousis and
Tzovaras [9] proposed a fuzzy fusion system using electrooculogram (EOG) for detecting drowsy driving behaviors. Putze et
al. [11] measure multiple biosignals such as EEG, respiration
and pulse. They analyzed visual and cognitive tasks in driving
simulations. The main drawback of using physiological signal
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is that invasive sensors are usually needed, which are not
convenient for real-world driving scenarios.

B. Inducing Visual and Cognitive Distractions
Secondary tasks deviate the driver’s attention from the primary driving task [16]. Various activities have been proposed
to induce cognitive and/or visual distractions. For cognitive
distractions, common approaches include solving math problems [6], [11], [25], [38], talking to another passenger [6], [36],
and focusing on other activities such as following the stock
market [10]. Common secondary tasks for visual distraction
are “look and find” tasks [10], [11], [17], operating devices
such as a touchscreen [16], or a cellphone [23], and reading
sequences of numbers [6]. While these cognitive and visual
tasks clearly affect the driver, some of them may not represent
the common distractions observed in real scenarios.

(a) UTDrive Car
Fig. 1.

(b) Setup

UTDrive Car and Setup

C. Driving Platforms
While most of the studies on driver behaviors rely on simulators [7], [9], [11], [16], [17], some studies have considered
recordings in cars equipped with multiple sensors [6], [12],
[13], [27], [36], [39]. Perez et al. [12] presented the “Argos”
system for data collection. Murphy-Chutorian and Trivedi [13]
reported results on data recorded in the LISA-P experimental
testbed. The car has video and motion cameras with nearIR illuminator. They have used computer visual algorithms to
automatically extract visual information, achieving promising
results towards detecting driver distraction. Another data collection vehicle was designed by Takeda et al. [40]. The car is
equipped with cameras and microphones, laser scanners (front,
back), pedal pressure and physiological sensors. A similar
car was designed by Abut et al. [41] called UYANIK. The
UTDrive is another car platform, which will be used in this
study (details are given in Sec. III-A) [15], [18]. These cars
provide more realistic data to study driver behaviors.
Our approach derives its novelty from using noninvasive
sensors to capture audio, video and CAN-Bus features from
driving recordings in real-traffic situations. The analysis considers situations when the driver is performing common everyday tasks such as tuning the radio, operating and following
a GPS, and operating a mobile device. In these realistic
conditions, we proposed novel frameworks to quantify the
distraction level of the drivers.

III. M ETHODOLOGY
The goal of the paper is to conduct a study on a realworld platform with drivers in normal and task conditions.
A real-world driving study inherently involves numerous uncontrollable variables such as traffic, weather and traffic lights
which are not easily replicated in a simulated environment.
The proposed analysis aims to identify relevant features that
are directly affected by the driver’s behaviors, and to use these
features to quantify the distraction level of the drivers.

Fig. 2. Dewesoft interface that is used for recording and exporting the
multimodal data.

A. UTDrive
The UTDrive (Fig. 1(a)) is a car platform belonging to The
Center for Robust Speech Systems (CRSS) at The University
of Texas at Dallas (UT Dallas) [15]. It is a 2006 Toyota RAV4
which has been custom fit with data acquisition systems with
various sensors. It can extract and record various CAN-Bus
signals, such as vehicle speed, steering wheel angle, brake
value, and RPM acceleration. A pressure sensor on the gas
pedal provides data for the gas pedal pressure and is extracted
separately. It has a frontal facing video camera (PBC-700H),
which is a key component of this work. The camera is mounted
just behind the steering wheel on the dashboard facing the
driver, as shown in Fig 1(b). The placement and small size of
the camera are suitable to record frontal video of the driver’s
face without obstructing his/her field of vision. The resolution
of the camera is set to 320 × 240 pixels and is being recorded
at 30 fps. Another camera is placed facing the road, which
records at 15 fps with the same resolution. All the modalities
are being simultaneously recorded into a Dewetron computer
which is placed behind the driver’s seat. Fig. 2 shows the
interface of the Dewesoft software, which is used for recording
the data in the vehicle and for extracting the raw signal for
each modality.
A GPS is mounted on the front windshield in the middle
and adjusted as per the convenience of the driver before the
recording. The radio is in its standard place, on the right side
of the driver. For further details about the car and its unique
features, the readers are referred to Angkititrakul et al. [18].
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Fig. 3. Route used for the study. The subjects were asked to drive this route
twice (5.6 miles long). During the first run, the driver performed a series of
secondary tasks starting with Radio and ending with Conversation. During
the second run, the subjects drove normally without any secondary task.

B. Database
The driving study included 20 subjects who were required to
have a valid US Driving License and be at least 18 year olds.
The average and standard deviation of the participants’ age are
25.4 and 7.03, respectively. All of them were either university
employees or students. The study was evenly distributed
among 10 male and 10 female participants. The recordings
were conducted during dry days with good light conditions to
reduce the impact of the environment variables (e.g., reduced
average speed as a result of wet roads). Notice that studies
have reported that crashes related to distraction are more likely
to occur with good light conditions and less traffic density,
which validates our approach [42]. The subjects are advised
to take their time while performing the tasks. The safety of
the passengers was the most important priority.
C. Protocol
A 5.6 mile route, starting and ending at the university
premises was selected for the test (Fig. 3). The route includes
many traffic signals, stop signs, heavy and low traffic zones,
residential areas and also a school zone. Although the current
route does not include highways, we are planning to complement this corpus with new routes. The subjects took 13 to 17
minutes to complete the route.
Each subject was asked to drive this route twice. During
the first run, the participants were asked to perform a series of
secondary tasks. These tasks were selected to span different
common activities performed by drivers that can lead to
distraction. Some dangerous tasks such as text messaging were
not included in the study to prevent accidents. The description
of the selected tasks is given below:
• Operating the in-built car radio (Fig. 3, red route): The
driver is asked to tune the radio to some predetermined
stations.
• Operating and following instruction from the GPS (Fig. 3,
green route): A pre-decided address is given to the driver
to input into the GPS. Then, they are asked to follow
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the GPS instructions to reach the destination. This task
is subdivided into GPS - Operating and GPS - Following
(preliminary results suggested that driver behaviors are
different for these two activities [23]).
• Operating and talking on the phone (Fig. 3, navy blue
route): The driver is asked to call an airline automatic
flight information system (toll-free) to retrieve flight
information between any two given US cities, using a
cellphone. This task is also subdivided into Phone Operating and Phone - Talking for similar reasons as
above. Notice that at the moment of the recordings, the
State of Texas allowed drivers to use cellphones while
driving.
• Describing pictures (Fig. 3, orange route): This task
requires the driver to look and describe randomly selected
pictures which are held out by a passenger seated beside
the driver. The pictures are printed out in color on A4 size
paper to avoid making this a difficult task. The purpose
of this task is to simulate the task of looking at objects
outside the car, such as billboards, sign boards and shops.
• Conversation with a passenger (Fig. 3, black route): The
last task is a spontaneous conversation between the driver
and a second passenger in the car. The driver is asked
a few general questions in an attempt to get the driver
involved in a conversation.
By splitting the phone and GPS tasks, seven tasks are
considered. Tasks like Radio, GPS - Operating, GPS - Following, Phone - Operating, Pictures and Conversation are
visually intensive at varying levels. Phone - Talking is a more
cognitively intensive task.
The second lap involves normal driving without any task.
The data collected from this lap is used as normal reference.
The analysis is less dependent on the selected road, as the same
route is used to compare normal and task conditions. Previous
studies have followed a similar protocol to record driving
behaviors in real roads, consisting in collecting data over a
predefined route during which secondary tasks are performed
in sequential order [15], [40], [41], [43]. By fixing the order
of the tasks over predefined route segments, we can collect
recordings that serve as reliable baseline for normal driving
behavior, in which most of the other variables are kept fixed
(e.g., route, traffic, and street signals). With this controlled
recording we can study the differences in driving behaviors
during tasks and normal conditions. The observed differences
can be mainly associated with the behaviors induced by
secondary tasks.
IV. DATA M ODALITIES
The collected data consists of three modalities: CAN-Bus
features, visual features extracted from the frontal camera,
and acoustic features extracted from the microphones. Table
I summarizes all the features. The Dewesoft software is used
to extract these streams of data – the low level features. This
section presents these modalities and the preprocessing steps.
A. CAN-Bus Information
The CAN-Bus information consists of steering wheel angle
in degrees, the vehicle speed in kilometers per hour (km/h),
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TABLE I
F EATURE SUMMARY. L OW LEVEL FEATURES ARE TIME SERIES SIGNALS
OVER WHICH WE ESTIMATE STATISTICS . H IGH LEVEL FEATURES ARE
SINGLE VALUES DERIVED FROM THE ANALYSIS WINDOW (5 SEC ).
Low Level Feature
Head Yaw Angle (Yaw)
Head Pitch Angle (Pitch)
Video
Head Roll Angle (Roll)
Eye Closure Rate (Eye)
Audio
Energy
Vehicle Speed (Speed)
Steering Wheel Angle (Steering)
Can-Bus
Brake Pressure (Brake)
Steering Wheel Jitter (Jitter)
High Level Features (5
Eye Blink Frequency (Blink Freq.)
Eyes-Off-Road Duration (EOR Dur.)
Eyes-Off-Road Frequency (EOR Freq.)

Statistics
Mean
Standard Deviation (STD)
Maximum (Max)
Minimum (Min)
Range
Inter-Quartile Range (IQR)
Skewness
Kurtosis
sec.)

the brake value, the acceleration in revolutions per minute
(rpm) and the brake and gas pedal pressures. Among these
modalities, steering wheel angle, vehicle speed, and brake
pressure are used to estimate the vehicle activity. It is observed
in our experiments that drivers tend to reduce the vehicle speed
while performing secondary tasks, either due to the distraction
caused by the secondary task, or the driver’s intention to
perform both driving and secondary tasks safely. Therefore,
these features are expected to be useful.
In addition to the exact value of the steering wheel angle,
the steering wheel jitter is considered as a feature. It is
calculated as the sequence of variance over 5 sec windows.
It is hypothesized that the steering wheel jitter is directly
affected by the driver behavior. When the driver is involved
in secondary tasks, small corrections in the steering wheel
will be frequently made to compensate drifts caused by the
distraction. Therefore, the steering wheel jitter is expected to
increase. During normal driving, the jitter is expected to be
smoother. Table I summarizes the low level features derived
from the CAN-Bus.
B. Frontal Facing Video Information
The video obtained from the camera facing the driver can
provide valuable information about his/her behaviors. This
study considers facial features describing head rotation and
eye movement. These features are directly estimated from
the video using the computer expression recognition toolbox
(CERT) [44]. This toolkit was developed at the University of
California San Diego as an end-to-end system for fully automated facial expression recognition. Notice that this toolkit
has been used to detect fatigue during driving simulations [21],
[22].
The head pose is parameterized with the pitch, yaw and roll
angles. These angles are estimated with the algorithm included
in CERT, which was developed by Whitehill et al. [45]. The
algorithm is shown to be robust for large data sets and for
varied illumination conditions, which is crucial for this study.
Due to the limitation of the CERT software, information is
lost when the head is rotated beyond a certain degree or when
the face is occluded by the driver’s hands. The algorithm
produces empty data in those cases. However, one of the
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primary advantages of CERT is that the estimation is done
frame by frame. This feature is important as the errors do not
propagate across frames.
The eye movement information is directly estimated with
CERT. The toolkit provides a numerical value describing the
opening of the eyes (high values when the eye is close; low
values when the eye is open). This value is referred to as eye
closure rate, and it is used as feature. In addition, this study
considers the eye blink frequency, which is derived from the
eye closure rate. This variable is related to the percentage
of eye closure or PERCLOSE. The driver is considered to
be blinking when the eye closure rate provided by CERT
is above a threshold. Notice that an adult blinks in average
every 6 seconds. Each blink lasts approximately 200ms [46].
Therefore, we expect the driver to be blinking 3% of the
time. The selected threshold considers this empirical result.
We set the threshold as the mean of the eye closure rate
plus two standard deviations. Assuming that the eye closure
rate follows a Gaussian distribution, this threshold will select
2.5% of the frames. The mean and standard deviations of the
eye closure rate are separately estimated for each driver using
his/her recordings under normal driving condition.
Since the distractions induced by the selected secondary
tasks are mostly visual, this study considers the eyes-off-theroad duration and eyes-off-the-road frequency. Studies have
shown that when the eyes-off-the-road duration is greater
than 2 seconds, the chances of accidents increase [29], [47].
Therefore, these features are important. We consider head yaw
and pitch information for eyes-off-the-road detection (eyes
can be off-the-road by turning head either horizontally or
vertically). The head yaw and pitch values are numerical measures describing the relative horizontal and vertical rotations
between the head and the camera, respectively. Since drivers
have different height, their relative head positions with respect
to the camera are different. Therefore, the study considers
driver dependent thresholds which are estimated using the
normal driving data. The head-off-the-road thresholds are set
as the mean ± 1.5 standard deviation of the head yaw and
pitch (statistics derived per driver). It is assumed that the
drivers are glancing when either head yaw or pitch values
are beyond these thresholds. This approach is consistent with
approaches used in previous work to define the relevant field
of view while driving [28]. Notice that the size of the square
defined by these thresholds covers approximately 16 degrees.
This value matches the threshold used to estimate the percent
road center (PRC), which is defined as the percentage of time
within 1 minute that the gaze falls in the 8 degree radius circle
centered at the center of the road [48].
Table I summarizes the low level features derived from the
frontal video camera. Notice that eye blink frequency, eyes
off-road duration and eyes off-road frequency are high level
features estimated over 5 sec windows (one value per window).
C. Audio Signal Information
The acoustic information is recorded using the microphone
array. The channels are extracted using the Dewesoft software
into separate audio files. The average speech energy is estimated from one of the microphones. This acoustic feature is
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relevant for secondary tasks characterized by sound or voice
activity such as GPS - Following, Phone - Talking, Pictures
and Conversation. Table I lists the low level features derived
from the microphones.
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Facial Features

Audio Features

CAN−Bus Features

Conversation − 41%
Picture − 55%
Phone − Talking − 37%
Phone − Operating − 21%
GPS − Following − 28%

V. D RIVER D ISTRACTION A NALYSIS
The first goal of this study is to identify a set of distinctive
features which are sufficiently representative of the variability observed across drivers while performing the secondary
tasks. This problem is investigated with feature analysis (Sec.
V-A), binary classifications between normal and secondary
tasks (Sec. V-B), and multiclass classification across driving
conditions (Sec. V-C).
A. Feature Analysis
Table I summarizes the nine low level features considered in
this study. The data is segmented into 5 sec windows. For each
of these segments, eight statistics are estimated from the low
level features (see column Statistics in Table I). In addition, the
three high level features described in section IV-B are included
in the analysis. Altogether, a multimodal feature vector with 75
values is computed to describe the driver behaviors over each
5 sec window (9 low level features × 8 statistics + 3 high
level features). The proposed analysis consists in analyzing
the differences in the feature space between each secondary
task and its corresponding normal condition (seven binary
comparisons). Since streets have different characteristics, we
compare the data under task conditions with the normal
data collected during the corresponding route segments. This
approach eliminates the route conditions factor introduced in
the analysis (e.g., route segments have different speed limits).
A matched-pairs hypothesis test was performed to assess
whether the differences in the features between each task

Radio − 47%
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During real-world driving conditions, a driver has to stop
or slow down due to traffic congestion or traffic signs (e.g.,
traffic lights and stop signs). During those stops, the driver may
produce behaviors that are not related to the driving task. Since
the focus of the paper is to analyze the behaviors observed
when the car is moving, the study neglects segments in which
the speed of the car is below 5km/h, as provided by the CANBus data.
The CERT software requires close frontal views of the
subject to extract reliable features. Although it tolerates varied
head poses and moderate out-of-plane head motion, it fails
to provide information for head rotations beyond ±15◦ or
partial occlusion [44]. This issue is consistently observed
during vehicle turns. Therefore, the analysis only considers the
segments in which the car is moving straight. Data segments
are neglected when the steering wheel angle is above 20◦
(empirically chosen), as provided by the CAN-Bus information. Any remaining gap in the data due to face rotation or
hand obstruction is interpolated. These preprocessing steps are
performed for each recording, including data during normal
and task conditions.

GPS − Operating − 40%

EO

D. Preprocessing

Fig. 4.
Results of the matched pairs t-test: Features vs Tasks. For a
particular task, gray regions indicate features that are found to be significantly
different from normal conditions (p-value = 0.05). The figure also provides
the percentage of the features that are found significantly different per task.
The nomenclature of the features is given in Table I.

and the corresponding normal condition are significant [49].
The matched variable in the analysis is the driver. A t-test is
calculated, since the database consists of only 20 participants.
Fig. 4 shows the results for some of the most relevant features
considered in this study across each of the secondary tasks.
The figure highlights in gray the features that are found
significantly different (p-value = 0.05). It also provides the
percentage of the features that are found significantly different
per task (numbers after the tasks). The figure shows that
the features eyes off-road duration, audio mean and audio
inter-quartile range present significant differences across the
different tasks. The figure also shows that there are tasks
such as GPS - Following (28%) and Phone - Operating
(21%), in which few of the selected features present significant
differences. This result suggests that either the behaviors of the
driver may not be significantly affected by these secondary
tasks or that the selected features do not capture these differences. Likewise, there are secondary tasks such as GPS Operating (40%) and Pictures (55%) that significantly change
the values of the features.
Fig. 5 provides further insights about the proposed high
level features automatically derived from the video. The figure
reports aggregate results across secondary tasks per driver
(normal versus task conditions). Fig. 5(a) gives the total
number of eye blinks during task and normal conditions per
driver. Although there are some differences across drivers,
the figure shows that the subjects blinked more when they
were asked to perform secondary tasks. Fig. 5(b) gives the
total number of seconds used for glancing. The figure shows
that drivers spent more time with the eyes-off-the-road during
task conditions. This result indicates the importance of this
feature in the analysis of driver behaviors. Fig. 5(c) shows the
number of times that the drivers glanced. The results from this
feature are not conclusive, since the differences between both
conditions are not significant (see Fig. 4). Notice that primary
driving tasks such as checking the mirrors can be detected
as an eyes-off-road action. Therefore, normal conditions can
generate similar number of eyes-off-road instances as task
conditions.
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TABLE II
AVERAGE ACCURACIES FOR BINARY (S EC . V-B) AND MULTICLASS
(S EC . V-C) RECOGNITION PROBLEMS .
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Linear SVM
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Average Accuracy
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(c) Eye off-road frequency
Fig. 5. High level features extracted from 20 drivers for normal and task
driving conditions.

B. Binary Classification: Normal versus Task Conditions
This section analyzes the discriminative power of the features by conducting separate binary classification experiments
to recognize between normal and each of the task conditions (e.g., normal versus Phone - Operating). The features
from normal condition are extracted during the corresponding route segments associated with the tasks (route-matched
experiments). The goal is to identify the best feature set to
characterize the driving behaviors observed when the subjects
are engaged in secondary tasks.
The database is divided into 5 sec windows without overlap
over which we estimate the 75-dimension feature vector (see
Table I). For each of the seven binary problems, the dimension
of the feature vector is reduced using sequential floating
forward selection (SFFS). Starting from an empty set, SFFS
add one feature at a time. After each forward step, the
algorithm determines whether excluding a selected feature
improves the objective function. The proposed criterion is to
maximize the inter/intra class distance ratio. The goal is to
select a feature set that preserves low intra class distance and
high inter-class distance. Since the SFFS does not maximize
the performance of a classifier, the feature set is independent
of any particular machine learning algorithm (the focus of
the analysis is on the features rather than the classifiers). The
study considers K-Nearest Neighbor (k-NN) algorithm (k = 5
empirically chosen) and support vector machine (SVM). For
SVM, we use linear and second order polynomial kernels.
The classification experiments are implemented using “leaveone-out” cross validation approach. In each fold, we use a
driver-independent partition with data from 19 drivers for
training and data from one driver for testing. SFFS is used
to select the feature set using the training partition. Then, the
aforementioned classifiers are trained and evaluated using the

selected feature set. The reported results correspond to the
average across the 20 folds. We balance the number of samples
from normal and task conditions during testing and training
(chance is 50%).
Table II shows the average performance of the machine
learning algorithms. The accuracies are averaged over the 20
folds and over the seven binary classification tasks. SVM with
linear kernel provides the best result with 77.2% accuracy. Table III gives the detailed performance of the binary classifiers
trained with SVM with linear kernel. The table reports the
accuracy per task achieved with only video, audio and CANBus features. The table also gives the accuracy when all the
modalities are fused at the feature level. The results show that
the features extracted from the video are the most discriminative features across all the secondary tasks with an average accuracy of 74.5%. The average accuracies for classifiers trained
with acoustic and CAN-Bus features are 60.7% and 63.1%,
respectively. However, the performance increases about 3%
(absolute) when all the modalities are considered. This result
is expected since the three modalities provide complementary
information on various aspects of the distracted driving behaviors. CAN-Bus signal captures the direct effects on the vehicle
caused by distractions. Therefore, it provides cues for various
distraction types (e.g. visual distraction, cognitive distraction).
Audio signal can be very useful for detecting sound-related
distractions such as radio and passenger talking, which tends
to increase the cognitive load of the drivers [25]. Features from
the frontal camera provide valuable information about facial
expression and head movement, which can signal the mental
state and situation awareness of the drivers. By selecting
features across modalities, the binary classifiers can identify
task specific distractions. Another interesting observation is
that even when one modality is used, the classifiers achieve
performance above chance. This is particularly important when
features from one modality are not available (e.g., videos with
adverse illumination).
An interesting result is that secondary tasks are not equally
recognized. Visually intensive tasks such as Radio, GPS Operating, and Picture achieve accuracies over 80%. In our
previous work, Phone - Talking was the most challenging
task to recognize (59.1% – see [23]). By considering better
features, we increase the accuracy to 73.2%. The task GPS Following achieves the worst performance with 65.7%. This
result is expected since only 28% of the considered features
presented significant deviations from normal driver behaviors
(see Fig. 4).
An important aspect of this evaluation is to identify discriminative features. Since the SFFS is estimated for each
fold, the feature set may be different across folds. Table IV
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TABLE III
AVERAGE ACCURACIES OF BINARY CLASSIFICATION USING DIFFERENT
MODALITIES (SVM – LINEAR KERNEL ).
Task
Radio
GPS - Operating
GPS - Following
Phone - Operating
Phone - Talking
Picture
Conversation
Mean Across Tasks

Video
0.793
0.773
0.662
0.741
0.729
0.877
0.637
0.745

Audio
0.606
0.620
0.548
0.612
0.615
0.607
0.646
0.607

CAN-Bus
0.667
0.760
0.556
0.655
0.555
0.602
0.558
0.631

All Features
0.807
0.831
0.668
0.759
0.737
0.871
0.729
0.772
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the expected normal driving patterns. These models will be
valuable tools in the design of active safety systems that
alert the drivers when their behaviors deviate from normal
patterns beyond an acceptable threshold. For this purpose, we
propose the use of Gaussian mixtures models (GMMs). GMM
is a popular framework to capture the complex distribution
of multimodal data. Equation 1 describes the probability
distribution of an observation vector X = x given a GMM
parametrized by Θ:

P (X = x|Θ) =
lists the most frequently selected features used by the binary
classifiers (SVM with linear kernel). The number of features
corresponds to the dimension that maximizes the performance
for that binary classification task (column #Feat.). The feature
eye-off-road duration is chosen by most of the binary classification tasks, supporting the analysis presented in Section V-B.
Features related to head roll angle, which was not used in our
previous studies [23], [26], [50], are selected in three of the
binary problems. This feature set is important for secondary
tasks that force the drivers to tilt their head such as Phone
- Talking. Notice that each of the binary classification tasks
uses features derived from the three modalities (microphone,
camera, CAN-Bus).
C. Multiclass Classification
A multiclass classifier is implemented to further explore
the differences among the driving behaviors while performing
secondary tasks. This classifier is trained to recognize between
the seven secondary tasks and normal condition (8 classes).
This multiclass problem can allow an active safety system to
infer if the driver is engaged in a particular secondary task. It
will also provide insights about relevant features across tasks.
We follow a similar procedure as the one used for binary
classifiers (Sec. V-B). For each of the 20 folds, we randomly
select an equal number of 5 sec windows per class, producing
a balanced 8-class problem (chances is 12.5%). We use SFFS
to train k-NN (k=8), and SVM with linear and second order
polynomial kernels. The parameter k in k-NN is set to 8,
which maximizes the recognition rate of the classifier. We
separately select the dimension of the feature set to maximize
the performance of the classifiers. Table II gives the results.
SVM with second order polynomial kernel provides the best
accuracy (40.8%), which is significantly higher than chances.
Table IV lists the most selected features across the folds for
this 8-class classifier (the feature set may be different across
folds). The set includes features extracted from the modalities
CAN-bus and camera.
VI. Q UANTIFYING D EVIATION FROM N ORMAL B EHAVIOR
The evaluation results in sections V-B and V-C show that it
is possible to detect whether the driver is engaged in secondary
tasks. The performances of the classifiers vary across the
tasks. This result suggests that the multimodal features are
not equally affected by these activities. Our second goal is
to build models that can quantify the actual deviations from

K
X

αj

j=1

1
D
2

(2π) |Σj |

1
2

e

−1
2

(x−µj ))
((x−µj )T Σ−1
j

(1)
where D is the dimension of the feature set and,

K

Θ = {αj , µj , Σj }j=1

αj > 0 j = 1 . . . K,

K
X

αj = 1

j=1

where µj , Σj and αj are the mean vector, covariance matrix
and weighting coefficient of mixture j. We propose to train two
reference GMMs. The first model Θn describes normal driving
behaviors. It is trained with multimodal features extracted from
the recordings when the drivers did not perform any secondary
task. These GMMs capture the expected feature variability
associated with the primary driving task. The second model
Θt describes the behaviors observed when the drivers were
engaged in secondary tasks. Given these two GMMs, we
propose to quantify the deviation from normal driving behavior
with the ratio R(X|Θn , Θt ) defined in Equation 2. If the driver
displays normal behaviors, the likelihood P (X = x|Θn ) will
be higher than P (X = x|Θt ) and R(X|Θn , Θt ) will be high.
As the driver behaviors deviate from the expected normal
patterns, the value of R(X|Θn , Θt ) will decrease.
R(X|Θn , Θt ) =

P (X = x|Θn )
P (X = x|Θt )

(2)

The expectation maximization (EM) algorithm is used to
estimate the parameters (Θ). The maximum number of iterations was set to 200. The features correspond to statistics
derived from the multimodal features during 5 sec windows.
The normal and task GMMs are trained and tested with the
same number of samples. Similar to the scheme used in
Sections V-B and V-C, a 20-fold cross validation approach
is implemented to maximize the usage of the database, while
keeping the results driver independent.
A. GMM approach for classification
First, we demonstrate the approach by considering a constrained scenario in which separate GMMs are built for each
.
.
task (i.e., ΘRadio
/ΘRadio
, ΘConv
/ΘConv
). The seven pairs
n
t
n
t
Task
Task
of GMMs (Θn /Θt ) are separately trained with the
best 10, 15 and 20 features selected by the SFFS for the
corresponding task in the binary evaluation (Sec. V-B). We
report average results across folds.
We evaluate the performance of the proposed approach as a
binary classification problem (normal versus task conditions).
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TABLE IV
L IST OF MOST SELECTED FEATURES FOR BINARY (S EC . V-B) AND MULTICLASS (S EC . V-C) RECOGNITION PROBLEMS . SVM WITH L INEAR K ERNEL IS
USED AS CLASSIFIER FOR BINARY CLASSIFICATION AND SVM THE SECOND ORDER POLYNOMIAL KERNEL IS USED AS CLASSIFIER FOR MULTICLASS
CLASSIFICATION ( SEE TABLE I FOR THE NOMENCLATURE OF THE FEATURES ).
Binary Tasks

#Feat.

Radio

23

GPS - Operating

13

GPS - Following

23

Phone - Operating

24

Phone - Talking

16

Picture

15

Conversation

11

Multiclass Task

#Feat.
9

Selected Features
EOR Dur.; Eye IQR; Yaw Mean; Speed Max; Speed Mean; Speed IQR; Steering Max; Yaw Kurtosis; Pitch Skewness; Brake
IQR; Audio Mean; Audio Min; Audio IQR; Pitch Max; Roll Mean; EOR Freq.; Brake Mean; Brake Kurtosis; Jitter STD
Min; Brake Min; Roll Min; Jitter STD Kurtosis; Roll Range
EOR Dur.; Speed Max; Audio IQR; Yaw Mean; Roll Min; Steering Min; Steering Skewness; Steering Kurtosis; Pitch Max;
Speed STD; Eye Skewness; Speed IQR; Pitch Mean
EOR Dur.; Blink Freq.; Steering Skewness; Audio STD; Pitch Mean; Audio Mean; Roll Min; Yaw Mean; Brake IQR; Jitter
STD Min; Audio IQR; Audio Kurtosis; Eye Max; Yaw Min; Audio Max; Roll Kurtosis; Jitter STD Mean; Brake Max;
Audio Skewness; Speed IQR; Roll Mean; Brake Range; Jitter STD Max
Eye STD; Pitch IQR; Audio Max; Audio Range; Eye Range; EOR Dur.; Jitter STD Skewness; Speed STD; Speed IQR; Audio
IQR; Brake Range; Brake Kurtosis; Audio Mean; Audio Kurtosis; Roll Max; Roll IQR; Steering IQR; Audio Skewness;
Eye Kurtosis; Pitch STD; Pitch Skewness; Roll Min; Roll Kurtosis; Speed Mean
Roll Mean; EOR Dur.; Audio Mean; Eye Mean; Yaw Min; Audio STD; Pitch Min; Brake Max; Roll Min; Yaw STD; Roll
Range; Jitter STD Kurtosis; Speed STD; Steering Skewness; Blink Freq.; Speed Range
Audio Max; Yaw Min; Audio IQR; EOR Dur.; Audio Range; Eye STD; Yaw IQR; Pitch Min; Steering IQR; Jitter STD
Min; Brake Kurtosis; Speed STD; Brake Min; Brake Skewness; Pitch IQR
Audio Skewness; Audio Kurtosis; EOR Dur.; Audio IQR; Speed Max; Audio Max; Yaw Mean; Brake STD; Steering Min;
Audio Range; Speed Range
Selected Features
Eye STD; Steering Min; Eye Skewness; EOR Dur.; Yaw Min; Pitch Max; Speed Range; Speed Max; Jitter STD Max

TABLE V
TASK I NDEPENDENT AND TASK DEPENDENT GMM S . T HE TABLE REPORTS
THE area under the curve (AUC) AND equal error rate (EER).

Mixture Number
4
8
16

Task Dependent GMMs (AUC / EER)
Feature = 10
Feature = 15
Feature = 20
0.976 / 0.087
0.963 / 0.078
0.914 / 0.165
0.970 / 0.087
0.979 / 0.078
0.937 / 0.155
0.974 / 0.087
0.987 / 0.078
0.975 / 0.178
Task Independent GMMs (AUC / EER)
Feature = 10
Feature = 15
Feature = 20
0.869 / 0.233
0.943 / 0.132
0.768 / 0.311
0.833 / 0.252
0.771 / 0.292
0.638 / 0.463
0.967 / 0.078
0.957 / 0.100
0.852 / 0.222

0.8
True positive rate

Mixture Number
4
8
16

1

0.6
0.4
0.2
Task Dependent
Task Independent
0
0

By changing the threshold on R(X|Θn , Θt ), we estimate the
receiver operating characteristic (ROC). The ROC curve is
a plot describing the relationship between true positive rate
and false positive rate. Each point in the graph corresponds
to a different threshold on R(X|Θn , Θt ). From the ROC, we
calculate the area under the curve (AUC) and the equal error
rate (EER). A good classifier will have a higher AUC and a
lower EER. These metrics are upper bounded by 1 and lower
bounded by 0. We evaluate different configurations for the
GMMs by changing the number of mixtures and the number of
features. Table V shows the performance of the task dependent
GMMs for different configurations. The best performance is
achieved with 10 features and 16 mixtures. Fig. 6 shows the
corresponding ROC curve for the task dependent GMMs with
this configuration (dashed line).
The task dependent GMMs are not practical in real applications, since it assumes that the potential secondary task is
known. This problem can be addressed by using the classifiers
presented in section V-C to infer the most likely secondary
task. Then, we can use the corresponding GMMs in Equation
2. An alternative approach is to train a single GMM with
the data extracted from all the secondary tasks (i.e., Θn /Θt ).
This task-independent GMM will capture the driving behaviors

0.2

0.4
0.6
False positive rate

0.8

1

Fig. 6. ROC curve between task dependent and task independent GMMs for
one fold (16 mixtures and 10 features).

observed across tasks. We follow the second approach because
(i) it can generalize better to secondary tasks not considered
in this study, (ii) it is a simple approach, and (iii) it gives
good results, as described below. These GMMs are trained
with the best 10, 15 and 20 features selected by the SFSS in
the multiclass evaluation (Sec. V-C).
Table V shows the results of task independent GMMs
for different configurations. As expected, the AUC values are
lower and the EER values are higher than the corresponding
results achieved with task dependent GMMs. However, good
performances are observed for certain configurations (e.g., 16
mixtures and 10 or 15 features). Fig. 6 shows the ROC curve
for the task independent GMMs with 16 mixtures and 10
features (solid line).
B. Deviations from Expected Driving Behaviors
While the ratio R(X|Θn , Θt ) is useful to distinguish between task and normal conditions, the metric provides an
objective value of the deviations in a recording from the
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Fig. 7. Average value of R(X|Θn , Θt ) across tasks. Lower values implies
higher deviations from normal driving behaviors.

expected normal driving behaviors. We illustrate this point
in Fig. 7, which shows the mean of the log likelihood ratio
across the normal and seven task conditions using both taskdependent and task-independent models (16 mixtures and 10
features). The tasks are ranked in descend order for the task
dependent models. Notice that lower values for R(X|Θn , Θt )
implies higher deviations from normal patterns. The tasks GPS
- Following and Conversation induce driving behaviors that are
closer to the expected normal patterns. The tasks that deviate
the most from normal behaviors are Radio, Phone - Operating,
GPS - Operating, and Picture. These results are consistent with
the binary classification performances, where tasks inducing
less deviated behaviors have lower accuracies (see Table III).
One possible explanation is that the selected features are
not suitable to describe the distractions induced by these
tasks. However, the perceptual evaluation analysis presented
in Section VII-A reveals that the perceived distraction scores
by external evaluators are consistent with the findings reported
in this section (see Fig. 9). These results validate the use
of R(X|Θn , Θt ) for classification, and for quantifying the
deviation of driving behaviors from normal patterns.
VII. D RIVER D ISTRACTION M ETRIC
The ultimate goal of this work is to provide a metric for
driver distraction using multimodal features. Some studies
consider recordings in which drivers perform secondary tasks
as positive examples of distraction. Controlled recordings
are considered as normal [10], [32]. However, the results
presented in Section VI reveal that secondary tasks induce
different distraction levels. To build a distraction warning
system, therefore, we need a metric that captures the intrinsic
distraction induced during the recordings. For this purpose,
we conducted a perceptual evaluation to derive a ground truth
for driver distraction (Sec. VII-A). We use this metric to build
regression models to quantify the driver’ distraction level (Sec.
VII-B).
A. Perceptual Evaluation for Driver Distraction
The corpus was split into 5 sec videos with synchronized
audio. Each class was equally represented in the evaluation
– seven tasks and normal conditions. For each of the 20
subjects in our database, 24 videos were randomly chosen

Fig. 8. Subjective evaluation GUI. The subjects are asked to rate the perceived
distraction level of the drivers (1 for less distracted, 5 for more distracted).

(three for each task). In total, 480 unique videos were selected
for evaluation.
Nine students from UT Dallas were asked to evaluate the
perceived distraction level of the drivers. Fig. 8 shows the
graphical user interface (GUI) that was built for this subjective
evaluation. After watching each video, the evaluators rated on
a scale from 1 to 5 the level of distraction of the driver (1 - Less
distracted; 5 - More distracted). The definitions of distraction
presented in Section I was read to the evaluators before
the evaluation to unify their understanding of distraction.
To minimize the duration of the evaluation, each evaluator
was requested to complete only 160 videos, corresponding to
one video per task, and per driver (20 drivers × 8 tasks).
The average duration of the evaluation was approximately
15 minutes. The presentation of the videos was randomized
to avoid biases. In total, each video was evaluated by 3
independent evaluators.
Fig. 9 shows the error plots with the perceived distraction
level of the drivers. The figure provides the average and
standard deviation values for the seven tasks and normal
conditions. The results suggest that GPS - Operating, Phone
- Operating and Pictures are perceived by the evaluators as
the most distracting tasks. GPS - Following is not perceived
to be as distracting as other tasks such as Phone - Talking and
Conversation.
B. Distraction Evaluation and Metric
A linear regression model is built to measure the driver
distraction level. The multimodal features described in Table
I are used as independent variables. The average distraction
levels obtained from the subjective evaluations are used as
a dependent variable (see Equation 3). The evaluation in
this section only considers the subset of the data that was
perceptually evaluated.
y = β0 + β1 f1 + β2 f2 + · · · + βF fF

(3)
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the data, giving lower performance during testing.
VIII. C ONCLUSION

Fig. 9. Average distraction levels based on the subjective evaluations of all
the subjects across classes.
TABLE VI
L INEAR REGRESSION VERSUS SVR

Linear Regression
SVR

Training
Correlation
MSE
0.66
0.66
0.69
0.60

Testing
Correlation
MSE
0.61
0.74
0.55
1.11

A 20-fold cross validation approach is implemented to
maximize the usage of the corpus. We implement the SFFS
scheme using stepwise method. The stepwise approach uses
the F-statistic to compare two nested regression models (the
features of one model are a subset of the features of the other).
At each step, the p-value is calculated for the F-statistic of the
models with and without a potential independent variable. We
add the best independent variable when the p-value of the Fstatistics is below the entrance tolerance (0.05). Likewise, we
remove selected independent variables when the p-value of the
F-statistics is above the exit tolerance (0.10). This procedure
continues until no change is made to the selected independent
variable set. Notice that the training data changes across folds.
We selected nine features in average (minimum 8, maximum
12). Although the selected feature sets vary, some features are
frequently selected such as EOR Freq., eye skewness, head
roll skewness, and eye STD.
Table VI gives the performance of the regression model in
terms of correlation and mean square error (MSE). Predicted
values are clipped if the scores are outside the range [15]. The average coefficient of determination R2 across the
folds is 0.42, which gives a correlation of ρtrain = 0.66.
Table VI gives the average results for the testing partition
across the 20 folds. The model predicts the perceived driver
distraction level with ρtest = 0.61. Given that the correlation
during training and testing are similar, we conclude that the
regression models have good generalization. These results
show the strong correlation between the proposed metric
and the perceptual evaluations. These models can serve as a
valuable tool for new active safety systems that aim to monitor
the distraction level of the drivers.
We also trained support vector regression (SVR) with
linear kernel as an alternative to the linear regression model
described in Equation 3. The result indicates that this approach
does not generalize well (see Table VI). SVR tends to over-fit

The paper presented our efforts to monitor the distraction
level of the drivers. The study considered noninvasive sensors to capture the behaviors of drivers engaged in common
secondary tasks such as operating a phone and a GPS. The
evaluation relies on real driving recordings using the UTDrive
platform. The study presented statistical analyses to identify
relevant multimodal features extracted from a frontal camera,
a microphone array and the CAN-Bus signal. Binary and
multiclass recognition experiments indicated that the proposed
features can be used to distinguish between normal and task
conditions. Furthermore, the paper proposed a framework
based on GMMs to quantify the deviations of the driver
behavior from the expected normal patterns. The approach
achieved promising results suggesting that it is possible to
measure the distraction level of the drivers. Motivated by these
results, a linear regression model is built as a metric of driver
distraction. The prediction of the proposed model strongly
correlates with subjective evaluations describing distractions.
A limitation of the study is that the corpus was recorded
using a predefined route, during which the drivers were
asked to perform secondary tasks in sequential order. The
protocol, which was inspired by previous studies [15], [40],
[41], [43], was used to collect a controlled corpus, reducing
some of the multiple variability sources observed in real
driving scenarios. Also, the study relies on recordings collected
in urban roadways with specific speed limits and traffic
signals. However, studies have shown that driver behavior
changes under different environment conditions [25]. The
effects of secondary tasks are also likely to depend on the
traffic conditions. Therefore, our next data collection will
consider different conditions including other residential roads
and highways. It will also include different weather and
illuminations conditions. Another limitation of the corpus is
that secondary tasks were always collected during the first
lap and the reference recordings during the second lap. This
protocol ignores learning effects on the drivers. In the future,
we will use a modified protocol consisting of 3 laps. During
the first lap, the drivers will get familiar with the car. The
recordings will not be considered in the analysis. During the
second and third laps, the subjects will drive either normal or
performing secondary tasks. The order will be randomized to
minimize the learning effects.
This study provides a strong foundation for further research
in the area of active safety systems. We are exploring other
visual features that may be relevant to characterize driver
distraction. For example, we hypothesize that facial expressions may provide insights about the cognitive load of the
drivers. To capture the variability introduced by recordings
during less restrictive conditions, we are planning to include
route or driving maneuver dependent models (e.g., specialized
model for “changing lane”). A real-time algorithm with such
capabilities will have an impact on the design of feedback
systems that are able to alert the drivers when their attention
falls below an acceptable level. This driver-centric active safety
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system will help to prevent accidents, improving the overall
driving experience on the roads
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